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Briefing for PACS committee on Space For Cycling  

 

At the 2014 borough elections hfcyclists, as a local branch of the London Cycling 

Campaign researched, consulted and campaigned under the banner Space For Cycling. 

Our ward specific asks are now with officers for review. In this briefing we give an 

overview of the wider themes and link them to the latest evidence to help form 

informed, effective and engaging policy.  

 

Our view On Cycling Provision In Hammersmith and Fulham 
 

Our cycle network is not comprehensive, existing provision fails to address many key 

barriers and does not connect key destinations such as schools and hospitals with 

residential areas.  

 

Too much emphasis has been given to through traffic– residential streets, high streets 

and areas near schools in particular are all too often roads where motor vehicles are 

dominating and crowding out both local streetlife and cycling and walking activity.  

 

20mph needs to be applied more consistently, implemented in ways that do not 

disadvantage vulnerable road users and enforced by local police.  

 

Bridges, especially Hammersmith Bridge and busy junctions and high streets are more 

of a barrier to than a destination or supporting route for cycling. 

 

Several multi-lane junctions as at Hammersmith Broadway and Shepherds Bush Green 

dominate the borough and are unsettling even to many experienced cyclists. 

 

Major developments fail to provide quality space for cycling and Westfield’s provision is 

notably poor. 

 

Road quality is often a major deterrent, especially on the most busy and high speed of 

roads where the need to avoid potholes can place cycles into conflict with other vehicles 

and sometimes pedestrians as well.  

 

Parking for cycles presents an issue, with provision at major stations and shopping 

areas often busy at peak times. 

 

All too often space currently provided to cycling is shared with vehicle parking, loading 

or pedestrians in ways that make routes dangerous or off-putting. 

 

The net effect of all of these issues is that cycling is not a genuine option for many in the 

borough, who find these conditions off-putting. 
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Cycling and the Borough Population 
 

Who Is Cycling? 

 

Cycling in London as a whole and the borough is presently dominated by commuting 

journeys. These long distance journeys are primarily on the main roads. There is also a 

noticeable but smaller volume of utility cycling (short shopping trips, visits to services) 

and leisure cycling (usually with journeys that head to Richmond Park over 

Hammersmith Bridge for the sportier types and along the Thames or canal for more 

tranquil riders).  It is not surprising that the stereotype of confident young male 

commuters asserting their space on the roads is common, though it is far from the 

whole picture. 

 

Who Could Be Cycling But Isn’t? 

 

The majority of residents currently do not cycle, only 23% cycle even as little as once 

per month. Women, the elderly, those with disabilities and children are least likely to 

take up cycling. In commuting cycling though 8% of these journeys are by cycle, 9% of 

men do so as opposed to 5% of women1. This proportion of around a third of 

commuters being female has been steady in 2001 and 2011 censuses. This compares 

unfavourably to mature cycling countries such as the Netherlands and Denmark where 

women are the majority of cyclists. 

 

Why Aren’t They Cycling? 

 

Studies both at the London and UK level indicate clearly that female and older sections 

of the population are more sensitive to issues of subjective safety. 69% of females said it 

is too dangerous for them to cycle on the roads compared to 53% of males, 76% of over 

65s also say this compared to 55% aged 25-34 2. The practical outcome is that this 

means that these sections of society overall require networks at a greater separation 

from traffic to be enabled to cycle, either protected lanes on roads or routes on quieter 

streets. For the disabled a particular issue is that provision has rarely been designed 

with sufficient width and track for hand cycles or mobility scooters (regular users of 

continental provision) to be able to use them. 

 

What Can Cycling Offer Children? 

 

Klaus Bondam, director of the Danish Cycling Federation put it best at the 2014 

Hackney Cycling Conference when he said that cycling as a child gave him “a radius”. It 

is about the enabling of freedom both for the child at least within supervision of a 

parent at a young age and enabling a less reliant “taxi service” relationship in teenage 

years and into adulthood.  

                                                        
1 Figures based on analysis of 2001/2011 census from Dr Rachel Aldred, whose paper 

on the topic was briefly summarised here 

http://www.hackney.gov.uk/Assets/Documents/02_Dr_Rachel_Aldred_-

_Towards_Cycling_for_Everyone.pdf 
2 British Social Attitudes Survey 2013: Public attitudes towards transport p12/13 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/british-social-attitudes-survey-2013 
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Cycling can also offer wider school and borough activity, as seen in Hackney with Bike 

Around The Borough3. 

It is important to count scooting and cycling separately, as though scooting may work 

for short school journeys it doesn’t provide all the same benefits as children grow up. 

The current borough cited figures of a growth from 5% to 10% in journeys to school 

combine cycling and scooting. It is notable that scooting is an activity predominantly on 

protected, quieter ways – the pavement. 

 

Cycling Statistics 

 
Cycling In The Census 

 

In commuting we have seen cycling go from 3.8% in 1991, to 4.75% in 2001 to 7.12% in 

2011 (including those who work at home), this was against the picture of a rise in 

working population taking us from 2,461 cyclists in ’91 to 3,943 in 2001 and 7,088 in 

2011. In 2011 rates of cycling to work ranged from 4.5% to 9% by ward.4 

 

Collisions Involving Cyclists, Statistics For 2011-2013 

 

96.5% of all collisions are on borough roads, 80% of those are on A or B roads 

96% of KSIs are on borough roads, 76% of those are on A or B roads5 

This reinforces the need to take measures on main roads and to enable routes away 

from them as appropriate. 

Cyclists have been a rising proportion of road casualties in the borough and vulnerable 

modes are a clear majority of those involved, even with the lower figures for 2013. 

It is a concern that we know of several collisions that are not represented in the official 

collision statistics. 

 

Trends In Car Ownership 

 

55% of households in the borough have no access to a car or van, but may well need 

private transport. There are 5,025 fewer cars available to households overall in 2011 

than there were in 2001. In the borough there are roughly 3 cars for every 10 people. 

There has been a long-term decline, despite increasing population and prosperity. 

 

Trends In Traffic 

 

Taking only those count points in the Department for Transport Traffic data that are 

measured over the years 2003-2012 we find an 18% decline in car traffic in the 

borough. In the same timeframe cycling has nearly doubled. The only other traffic mode 

to significantly increase was buses up around 20%. 

                                                        
3 Hackney Council video on Bike Around The Borough 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WbhXeWrZzU0 
4 Figures taken from hfcyclists analysis of the census 

http://hfcyclists.org.uk/2013/10/census-2011/ 
5 Figures taken from analysis of the TfL STATS19 extract 

http://amblescope.co.uk/stats19/transport-london-stats19-extract/ 
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Where Space For Cycling Fits In 
 

Current Likely Improvements In The Next 10 Years 

 

The summary from the head of highways shows that there are expected to now be 

further additions to this network from the East-West Superhighway landing (but 

perhaps terminating) at Wood Lane, a junction scheme on Hammersmith Broadway 

(perhaps in two phases) and some quietways. None of these schemes appear 

particularly imminent. They would be improvements, but would not provide us with a 

complete network of high quality by the end of the ten years in the current Mayor’s 

Cycling Vision. 

 

The Need For A Complete Network, Of A Higher Quality 

 

Currently the network gives up in a number of key locations or provides routes that are 

much less safe, direct or comfortable than for other road users.  

Once new TfL Cycle Design Standards (LCDS26) and DfT regulations (TSRGD7) are in 

place there are plenty of locations where existing provision could be upgraded.  The 

existing provision in Hammersmith and Fulham should be assessed using the new Cycle 

Level of Service (CLoS) in LCDS2 to make a clear baseline and priorities for change, 

alongside those called for in Space For Cycling.  

 

Addressing The Unavoidable Major Roads 

 

Bridges are the most unavoidable major roads. Hammersmith Bridge would be much 

more subjectively safe with 20mph in place as we have long suggested, there have been 

three collisions involving cycles on the bridge. Bridges are particularly dangerous and 

troubling to cyclists because with a 30mph limit and a long straight road most motor 

vehicle drivers accelerate sharply which causes conflict. All bridges over the Thames 

from the borough need review. 

 

The borough is both fortunate and unfortunate in the position it faces with major roads. 

Fortunately the A4, A40 and A3220 are major roads, partially grade separated that 

mean the major motor vehicle flows are far away from most cycle journeys. 

Unfortunately they all feed into major junctions such as at Hammersmith Broadway, 

Shepherds Bush Green and on the Westway that are more like multi-lane racetracks 

than gateways to our town centres. 

 

Even the smaller major roads can be unwelcoming. 20mph would not solve these issues 

completely, but would be significant. Protected space must be used to provide clear, 

dedicated and safe space for cycling in multi-lane environments. Forgiving 

environments that provide safe space for cycling should be the goal. 

 

                                                        
6 LCDS2 Draft under consultation https://consultations.tfl.gov.uk/cycling/draft-london-

cycling-design-standards 
7 Revised TSRGD consultation (now closed) 

https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/traffic-signs-regulations-and-general-

directions-2015 
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Making High Streets Into Welcoming Places 

 

Some major roads are also high streets, and their place function should be the primary 

goal for their design. A better balance should also be found between car parking, loading 

and cycle routes. Presently there are many cycle routes which are either only usable in 

peak times or are at risk of being interrupted even then due to other uses. The ideal 

design wise is to run cycle routes on the inside of parking (for cars or cycles) so as to 

make enforcement an aspect of design rather than police or council time. 

Parking efforts for cycles should be improved. Provision should include parking in the 

carriageway where pavement space is contested or full, using trials as seen in Hackney8 

and beyond if necessary. Parking at major stations and transport hubs should be 

planned to expand dramatically, as trips combining public transport and cycling can be 

the most effective option for many journeys. A single car space can park 10 bikes 

 

Making The Most Of The Alternative Routes In Quieter Streets 

 

Although we emphasise the opportunity protected space offers to deal with those main 

roads where many collisions occur, it is not the only solution or option open to us. In 

essence this is a case for more quietways than currently being planned or 

improvements to existing quiet routes filtering through traffic and replacing crossings 

of major roads that  

 

As an example of an opportunity, widening gaps for cycles to permit handcycles, cargo 

bikes and mobility scooters would widen the demographic able to benefit from the cycle 

network. However simply making better crossings of main roads and replacing existing 

provision that suggest cyclists dismount to cross busy 4-lane roads could make a big 

difference. 

 

Making More Of Regular Maintenance 

 

All potholes and road defects on the main cycle network should be addressed as a 

matter of critical safety, rather than left for months and sometimes years. Where roads 

are undergoing regular repairs improvements for cycling should be identified and 

implemented as part of the process. 

 

Routes Into Neighbouring Boroughs 

 

There are currently significant issues in how provision changes at borough boundaries, 

especially with Kensington and Chelsea and both of Wandsworth’s bridges with us. 

(Wandsworth and Putney). Kensington and Chelsea provide no continuous facilities for 

commuters to continue journeys onto, having removed them in the 80s and have 

recently blocked and effectively cancelled Superhighway 9 by objecting to protected 

space in the busy Kensington High Street. This also means no improvement to routes 

into Hounslow to reach Chiswick High Road and beyond. 

Stronger relationships between boroughs should be used to forge a network that 

benefits more Londoners.

                                                        
8 Hackney Parking trials https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eRroHzDudE8 
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Conclusion 
 

We hope this paper is a helpful primer with ideas and discussion points to work from. 

We seek a considered but concentrated effort to address the barriers we have identified. 

It is by no means vital that the particular methods we have cited are taken, but it is 

important that what comes next is a step change from the network we have today. Many 

decades of piecemeal promotion and route delivery have already helped deliver modest 

growths in cycling rates, but they are focused in commuting and fail to enrich the lives 

of the majority of residents and workers in the borough. 

 

It may be there is one giant leap to taken to fix some issues, or several stages for others 

but the path must be clear and each step must be a meaningful and worthwhile 

improvement that enables cycling to be a choice for a greater proportion of those who 

travel in Hammersmith and Fulham. 

 

We hope that continued engagement by the councillors and officers can enable more to 

be made of the ideas in this paper. There is plenty of high quality research completed 

and underway into what works well elsewhere and why cycling has yet to fulfil its 

potential here. We believe that by embracing the opportunities ahead of us it will be 

possible to use cycling to solve many of the problems the borough faces including air 

quality, health and inequality.  

 

 

Compiled by: 

Alex Ingram 

Coordinator, hfcyclists 

alex@hfcyclists.org.uk 

http://hfcyclists.org.uk/ 

07717725120 

 

Further Information 

 

Map of Space For Cycling survey data for Hammersmith and Fulham (coloured by 

theme):  

http://maps.hfcyclists.org.uk/hammersmith.html 

 

Our earlier candidate briefing on Space For Cyling:  

http://hfcyclists.org.uk/briefing-candidates-space-cycling-matters-hammersmith-

fulham/ 

 

LCC’s summary of the Space For Cycling campaign:  

http://lcc.org.uk/pages/space-for-cycling 
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This submission deals with Hammersmith Bridge in some 
detail, and with Hammersmith Gyratory in less detail.  
From John Griffiths 
 

Part 1 - On Hammersmith Bridge  
 

1] The present position 
 
Many cyclists find the four pinch points as you go across Hammersmith 
Bridge very intimidating, and many will not cycle across on the roadway. 
 
New markings were put on the roadway of the Bridge early in 2014. Between 
the adjacent end pillars the running lane was narrowed to the width between 
the pillars. Cycle logos were placed to notify motorists and cyclists that 
cyclists were expected to ride in the centre of the lane so that they could not 
be overtaken.  
 

2] Consultation 
 
We were consulted on the position of the logos. As their purpose is to inform 
road users that cyclists are expected to hold the lane I felt strongly that they 
should be in line with the centre of the narrow section. An officer wanted them 
to be on the left. A compromise was reached where they would be slightly to 
the left of centre. Unfortunately the logos were placed as far to the left as they 
could be. 
 
I hope that with the new administration that there will be a new understanding 
of what “Consultation with the Public” means. 
 
 

 
 

3] Our Survey  
 
Our recent survey on Hammersmith Bridge started on 12 May 2014 and so far 
has attracted 141 respondents. The survey was issued via cyclist email lists, 
leaflets handed out near Hammersmith Bridge and via the Hammersmith 
Today website and newsletter. 
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The headline results were 
 
a] 32% believed that the message from the logos was that cyclists were 
meant to ride on the left so that they could be overtaken at the pinch points. 
 
b] To the question “Do the markings make you feel safer?” 
the most popular response was that it makes no difference,  
followed by it makes it riskier for cyclists. 
 
c] 95% wanted a 20mph limit installed as soon as possible. 
 
Of the 141 respondents 62 live in H&F and 25 live in Richmond. 
Of the 141 respondents 44 work or study in H&F, 11 in Richmond 
 
Most were confident or very confident cyclists. 
 
[See Appendix 1 below for further details on these questions 
and see Appendix 2 [separate pdf] for 85 very insightful answers to an open 
ended question     “Any comments on the new markings?” 
 
 

Conclusion 
 
Our conclusion from this survey is that the present system is not satisfactory. 
 

Recommendation 
 
That a 20mph speed limit is imposed on Hammersmith Bridge as soon as 
possible.  
 
This should be complemented by 
 
a] signs being used before each pinch point saying  
 

“Narrow lanes 
Do not overtake cyclists” 

 
and 
b] markings on the carriageway at each pinch point saying “KEEP CLEAR” to 
allow cyclists to pass the pinch point when the traffic is stationary 
 
and 
c]  a large cycle logo placed in line with the centre of the narrowed lane just 
before each pinch point. 
 
 
We would prefer this 20mph limit to extend back to the area around Worlidge 
Street as that area covers a crossing used by school children and two places 
where cycle routes turn right across the traffic. 
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4 ] How appropriate is a 20mph speed limit. 
 
Chris Bainbridge in his report points out that there are no parked cars on the 
bridge, or side turnings. Indeed that is so.. But he seems to have completely 
overlooked the exceptional geometry of the bridge with its four pinch points as 
you go across. There is also the presence of vulnerable road users, cyclists, 
in the mix including fast moving buses and wide vans.   
 
Northbound the peak morning traffic was found to comprise 30% cyclists [by 
vehicle]. If the bridge was made more acceptable to cyclists this number might 
rise spectacularly. 
See http://hfcyclists.org.uk/bridgeconcepts2014/ 
 
Also Chris has not mentioned the impact on the community of so many 
cyclists taking to the footways of the bridge. 
 
Under these conditions a 20mph speed limit is completely appropriate. 
 
The Department for Transport Circular 01/2013  
SETTING LOCAL SPEED LIMITS  
states at s30 
 
30. The following will be important factors when considering what is an 
appropriate speed limit:  

•  history of collisions, including frequency, severity, types and causes;  

• road geometry and engineering (width, sightlines, bends, junctions, 
accesses and safety barriers etc.);  

• road function (strategic, through traffic, local access etc.);  

• Composition of road users (including existing and potential levels of 
vulnerable road users);  

• existing traffic speeds; and  

•  road environment, including level of road-side development and 
possible impacts on residents (e.g. severance, noise, or air quality).  

 
While these factors need to be considered for all road types, they may be 
weighted differently in urban or rural areas. The impact on community and 
environmental outcomes should also be considered.  
 
from 
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/
63975/circular-01-2013.pdf 
 
 
Concerning enforcement, it should also be largely self regulatory. If there are 
really clear signs that vehicles should not overtake at the pinch points then 
they will be slowed at those points if a cyclist is there. This may be called 
rolling traffic calming. 
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5] “Do not overtake cyclists” signs  
 
Previously we have been told that there cannot be signs indicating that motor 
traffic should not overtake cyclists. But we have now been told by Tom 
Bogdanovicz of the London Cycling Campaign that this is possible. 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

These signs are in use by TfL and various Councils, though there are not 
officially recognised by the Department for Transport. 
 
 

 
 
 
Here is a mock-up of a sign in green, which may be more acceptable on 
Hammersmith Bridge, The white should be made of reflective paint. One 
could be mounted on a short metal post in the dead area before each pinch 
point. 
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6] Cyclists on the footway 
 
The problems on the road mean that many cyclists cross the bridge using the 
footway, either riding or pushing a bike. When you push a bike the pedal 
sticks out. We would like cyclists to feel that they could ride on the roadway 
without any feeling of threat. This would help pedestrians on the footway. 
 
 

7] Tower Bridge 
 
Tower Bridge has a 20mph speed limit. The engineer at LBHF has always 
stated that a 20mph speed limit would not prolong the life of the bridge in any 
way, but note that the bridge is soon to undergo massive and costly repairs. 

 

8] Collaboration 
 
This will need collaboration with TfL as it is part of the Borough’s Strategic 
Road Network, and also with RB Richmond. 

 
 

8] Space for Cycling 
 
This can be seen as a particular case of the Ask that the Labour Party 
Candidates signed up to in the Hammersmith Broadway ward. 
 

Make Hammersmith a calmer environment with 20mph 
from the Thames to the Town Centre 

 
Cllr Stephen Cowans' response to the Space For Cycling campaign  to the 
LCC was 
 
“I am writing to let you know that all of Labour’s candidates in the local 
elections in the London Borough of Hammersmith and Fulham will be running 
for office on a manifesto that supports Space for Cycling’s proposals. On a 
personal note, the first thing I achieved after first getting elected in 1998 was 
to turn the whole of my original ward (Grove ward) into a 20mph Home Zone 
in 1999. It was the largest metropolitan 20mph zone in the UK at the time and 
I’d be very keen to see that idea extended along the lines of one of your 
suggestions.” 
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Part 2 - On Hammersmith Gyratory 
 

1] Shared use on the pavement 
 
The Labour Party’s manifesto states that it wants to make the pavements safe 
for pedestrians. This may imply giving tickets to cyclists who are just trying to 
avoid the Gyratory. 
 
Many cyclists use the wide pavement in front of the Piccadilly line station 
entrance to avoid the gyratory going west. If they cycle considerately I believe 
they should not be penalised. I would like to see that section of the pavement 
from Hammersmith Bridge Road to the station entrance made shared use. I 
am not sure about continuing and including the Kings Street crossing. 
 
There could be signs saying  
 

Shared Use  
 Inconsiderate Cyclists  
May be Penalised. 

 
In September 2012 we Instigated an email survey concerning how our 
members dealt with Hammersmith Gyratory. One question was: 
 
YOUR WESTBOUND journey, away from central London  
Which route do you take going West? 
 

Cycle around the gyratory with main traffic flow. 
 

54.10% 
 

33 
 

Along Hammersmith rd, use toucans to cross to central 
island, pass bus station entrance, and WALK past station 
entrance to beginning of King street. 
 

18.03% 
 

11 

Along Hammersmith rd, use toucans to cross to central 
island, pass bus station entrance, and CYCLE past station 
entrance to beginning of King street. 
 

9.84% 
 

6 

Other 
 

18.03% 
 

11 

 
 
So 17 cyclists used the route on the pavement compared to 33 who stayed on 
the Gyratory. That is 34% of the cyclists crossing the gyratory going west use 
the pavement route. 
 
It is too short notice for us to do a proper count at the moment, and the 
pavement works interfere. However I did note 31 people pushing their bikes 
going west between 5pm and 5.30pm on the evening of Thursday 3 July 
2014. 
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2] 20mph on Hammersmith Gyratory 
 
It will probably be many years before anything major happens at the gyratory. 
As an interim measure I would like to see the gyratory made 20mph. A further 
possibility is the use of low level signals that give cyclists a few seconds start 
so that those at the front can get lined up for the next light. 
 
As yet we have not prepared a case on this. However it would be useful if any 
officers who are doing modelling on the gyratory would find out what the effect 
on traffic flow of these measures would be. 
 
 
 
 
John Griffiths MA Cantab 
[Chair hfcyclists] 
122c Edith road 
West Kensington 
W14 9AP 
john@truefeelings.com 
020 7371 1290 / 07789 095 748 
www.hfcyclists.org.uk 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
APPENDIX 1 
 
The survey on Hammersmith Bridge, with many more questions, can be found 
at  
https://www.surveymonkey.com/s/HBconcepts 
 
Below are the complete questions and answers referred to above. 
 
 
What message do you understand is being given by the markings? 
 
Cyclists are present and are expected to ride so that drivers can overtake.  
32.35% 
Cyclists are present and are encouraged to ride so that drivers cannot 
overtake  
67.65% 
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SPEED LIMIT ON THE BRIDGE 
Going northbound on weekdays between 10am and 3pm 15% of the 
vehicles are travelling at more than 26mph We have suggested that a 
20mph speed limit on Hammersmith Bridge would help cyclists deal 
better with the pinch points or “holding the lane” in this present 
scenario. Would you recommend a 20mph speed limit be installed on 
Hammersmith Bridge as soon as possible? 
 
Yes 95% 
No 5% 
 
Do you live in the Boroughs of? 
LBHF 62  
Richmond 25 
Do you study or work in the Boroughs of? 
LBHF 44  
Richmond 11 
 
DO THE NEW MARKINGS MAKE YOU FEEL SAFER?  
Do you agree with any of these statements as a cyclist or potential 
cyclist. You may select more than one? 
 
I would feel safer as there are now signs for motor vehicles to give space to 
cyclists 
13.57% 
 
I would feel safer as I am now encouraged to cycle in the centre of the lane. 
12.86% 
 
I would feel safer as I can cycle down the yellow lines as a guide path and do 
not have to worry about merging as I am already in line to pass the pinch 
point 
15.00% 
 
I would feel safer as I can go into the marked refuge space, and I can wait 
there until the lane is clear. 
5.71% 
 
The new markings do not make any significant difference 
53.57% 
 
I think the markings have increased the risk to cyclists 
19.29% 
 
I would not cycle on the roadway of this bridge at all. 
12.86% 
 
Total Respondents: 140  
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APPENDIX 2

Hammersmith Bridge Survey 2014. 
An open ended question  [Note: not all respondents answered this question]

Date ANY COMMENTS ON THE NEW MARKINGS ?

12/05/14 I used to cycle to school across this bridge. Always used pavement.
12/05/14

12/05/14

12/05/14

12/05/14

12/05/14 Maybe drivers will take notice of them & not get upset when cyclists do hold the lane.
12/05/14

12/05/14 There need to be signs stating that drivers must not overtake cyclists on the bridge
12/05/14

12/05/14 There should be signs saying "No overtaking cyclists" or similar
12/05/14 well done.  I would ride not close to lines, but not centre
12/05/14

12/05/14

12/05/14

12/05/14

12/05/14
12/05/14 Make it as fast as slowest cyclist.

Paint doesn't magically make the bridge any safer. Nervous cyclists will still need to 
deal with impatient drivers and the very physically real pinch points. Putting up signs 
telling cyclists to "take the lane" may be considered too progressive, I guess.
They are a tiny, tiny start but still way off a proper solution. There is no logic to just 
having them in one spot and not another. However, I have had no negative responses 
from motor vehicles yet when taking the lane here so maybe it has changed attitudes 
a little?
I cycle on Hammersmith Bridge every day.The new markings do not make any real 
difference. The pinch points still remain and can't be changed. It wouldbe best for i) 
speed limit to be reduced to 20mph; ii) cyclists use the full lane and not get squeezed 
out by vehicles; and iii) less confident cyclists and children use the pedestrian 
pavements: provided cyclists are slow/careful, these can be shared. Alternatively have 
one pavement for pedestrians only and the other for cyclists.
Unfortunately I think motorists will not pay any attention to the new markings, which 
will not make it any safer for cyclists. Drivers just assume that they can overtake 
cyclists and we need big signs at both ends of the bridge urging people to stop doing 
this.

Traffic calming measures or speed cameras are required to help compliance with 
20mph limit

If you want to encourage cyclists to keep out in the road so they are 'pinched' then 
mark the wider areas so that they can't be ridden or driven in.

They are a small improvement. I feel slightly less vulnerable when I take the lane. 
Slightly.
I think a tidal flow between 9am and 2pm north bound only then south only to 7 pm 
reverting back to 2 way traffic could work Monday to Friday only
I haven't cycled across Hammersmith Bridge since the new markings were installed, 
so my responses are based on the photographs above. I have previously found that 
the markings on the bridge seemed to encourage conflict at the pinch points, and feel 
that these new markings go a very small way towards mitigating this. However, the 
positioning of the bicycle symbols seems to encourage people on bikes to stay on the 
left, as if to condone motor vehicles overtaking, which is at odds with the double solid 
lines in the middle of the carriage. It seems to me that the only safe way to cycle 
across the bridge remains to take the lane, further out than the painted bicycle, but 
this is not a workable behaviour for children or the slow and frail, and I suspect that 
even fast cyclists will antagonise some motorists by doing so. A 20mph limit might 
make a marginal difference, and should be pushed for, but really we need something 
more radical: either protected cycle lanes with alternating one-way motor flow or (in 
our dreams) a new cycle bridge.
Putting the yellow lines away from the kerbs means motorbikes and possibly small 
cars can now park inside the yellow lines thus forcing cyclists out into the motor 
vehicle stream again!
The solution is a wider de bridge with space for pedd and cycles
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12/05/14

12/05/14

12/05/14 by themselves they don't add to safety
12/05/14

12/05/14

12/05/14 Not enough
12/05/14

12/05/14

12/05/14 Utter bollocks.
12/05/14

12/05/14 why not a "do not overtake cyclists" sign if that is the intention?
12/05/14

13/05/14 Pinch points to motorists still unclear [overtake/no overtake]
13/05/14 Cars and bikes should not be sharing a lane on this bridge
13/05/14 Disastrous
13/05/14

13/05/14

14/05/14

14/05/14

14/05/14 Unnecessary
14/05/14

14/05/14 The markings are insane
15/05/14 They make no difference to the behaviour of motorists

I am a confident cyclist and welcome the change as I feel the lines encourage drivers 
to wait until the refuge, where I can pull to the left and allow them to overtake. I had 
found previously that drivers got impatient and overtook through the pinch points.

Completely ridiculous! Unclear what they mean. Clearly no room for vehicles and 
cyclists. Cars think they have right of way. I cycle to work at Charing Cross with my 3 
year old on the back but I will never cycle on this bridge with him so we go a very long 
route via Chiswick! Usually the traffic on the bridge is stationary and cyclists are trying 
to pass on inside. May the traffic go through middle of the arch with a cycle path either 
side- this  would be one way traffic at a time but might encourage more to cycle!

They are awful and do nothing to address the issue. They look to encourage cyclists 
to ride in a dangerous possition. There should be signage explaining cyclists should 
use full lane and motorists should not overtake. The bicycle markings sould be in the 
center of the lane. Whoever approved these marking clearly has no idea what they 
are doing and should be fired for putting peoples lives at risk
They improve the bridge slightly for cyclists but not significantly, the best would be to 
have alternating one way traffic with two way cycle lanes because the bridge is simply 
too narrow for traffic in both directions at the same time.

Better but still falling far short of encouraging less confident cyclists and still leads to 
conflict with motorists who feel cyclists shouldn't be in the way.
Useless. As someone who rides this bridge 2x a day, 5 days a week, there has been 
no change to motorist behavior!!

Should include signs saying narrow lanes do not overtake cyclists and refuge space 
should be cross hatched to help driver'understand it's not the cycle lane.

they are confusing - the lane to the left seems to be for the cyclists who will then run 
into a pillar - and yet the marking is outside the left-hand lane, suggesting cyclists 
cycle there instead - but then where do the cars go? very confusing & a bit 
threatening...

It is incoherent! Why not applying the marking (of the double yellow line) to the first 
and 3rd Pinch point? This runs the risks of motorists to overtake cyclists again!
These markings are in the wrong place. Where it is not possible for a motor vehicle to 
pass, the cyclist should take the lane. The cycle markings should be in the  centre of 
the lane. The bridge should have a 15mph or 20mph speed limit, and signs saying 
"Motorists, don't overtake cyclists". I suppose an exception could be made for motor 
cycles, and this may be the rationale behind encouraging cyclists to keep to the left. 
Ealing Council put cycle markings in the centre of the lane on the narrow east-bound 
section of the Uxbridge Road in Acton, and it would be a good example to follow.
would have been better for people if sited in Centre of running lane.makes no effort to 
change behaviours .Best traffic behaviour seen when the regular horse riders in pair's 
ride side by side.
Permitting cycling on the footpath at a walking pace would be helpful for less confident 
people on bikes

As a cyclist i can't see this making much of a difference to a vast majority of traffic that 
crosses the bridge, from bad cyclists to selfish drivers, it will be ignored. It is not a 
solution and will not encourage cyclists to stop tearing down the footpath as an 
alternative, the footpath expressly sign posted for no cycling.
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15/05/14

16/05/14

17/05/14
18/05/14

18/05/14 It would help by making drivers think 'bike'
18/05/14

19/05/14

19/05/14

19/05/14

20/05/14

20/05/14

20/05/14

20/05/14 The markings are not the issue - The terrible road "surface" is more of a problem...
20/05/14

20/05/14 They are just paint and don't provide any safety at all.
20/05/14 Drivers ignore them and get so close to the bike it is too frightening to ride.
20/05/14

20/05/14

20/05/14 They're certainly an improvement on what was there before.
20/05/14
21/05/14 Lazy and unimaginative. The bridge is horrible to cycle on.

They are dangerously confusing and seem to be intended to make the cyclist 
responsible for any collision that may occur. Moreover, the bolts are a hazard ; 
cyclists,,ay want to avoid riding over them, fearing punctures. This would require 
deviating from the markings altogether. Nothing about this bridge serves cyclists.
Rules should be made for cyclist not cycling on the paved area. I walk my bike across 
as I am not confident but the number of cyclist riding on the pavement will simply 
make people less sympathetic. If you are nervous, walk across, it's not difficult to be 
considerate
extremelyugly
Best option would be to extend the kerb so that the road is the same width along the 
entire bridge. Less space for cyclists but overall safer I would say. Cars would have to 
follow cyclistsa across the entire bridge due to the no overtaking markings.

The test should be "Would I feel safe walking in this space"? The answer clearly is no. 
Therefore this is not a satisfactory solution for cycling.
When I first cycled over the bridge with the new markings, I was so confused about 
what they meant, and am still unsure. As a result, I now NEVER cycle on the road 
bridge, and ALWAYS use the pedestrian footway. I travel from Hammersmith to 
barnes approx twice a week by bike, so this makes a big difference to me. As well as 
the road markings, since the latest roadworks to the bridge, the surface has become 
even more uneven, and that is a deterrent to cycling on the road.
A very slight improvement for confident cyclists, who would probably have been taking 
the lane previously anyway. May give cars less reason for road rage if they're led to 
expect cyclists in front of them.
Confident cyclists will already take the lane, while less confident will keep left and thus 
have to merge at the pinch points. It would be better to add markings and even minor 
bumps/ridges that clearly indicate to cars that cyclists should be given space to merge 
in.
Perhaps a sign at either end of the bridge indicating that cyclists have priority over 
motor vehicles? Or expressed differently, not to overtake cyclists on the bridge
They maybe improve cycle safety on the bridge by 10%. But cycle safety needs 
improving much more than that. I think the council did the minimum it thought it could 
get away with in the face of pressure from cycling groups.
They are pointless - as a cyclist I don't understand what they are supposed to do so 
how do motorists? Bridge feels very unsafe indeed on a bike. Needs something very 
clear like 'not safe to overtake cyclists' or 'cyclist priority' on signs right from start of 
bridge

There needs to be a new parallel cycle bridge. Or traffic can be removed entirely from 
this one.

I have travelled over the bridge every work day for 7 years on my commute in and out 
of London. The issue I feel lies in the lack of space at the pinch points and whilst 
there’s not a great deal that can be done yellow box sections may be an option to 
restrict drivers moving into the pinch point areas when the traffic in front is stationary. 
It’s interesting re the point of a 12 year old child, I wouldn’t in anyway take my children 
cycling over the bridge for fear of them being knocked over, it’s a hostile place at the 
best of times. Of note too is that the surface is already breaking up slightly following 
the recent overhaul.
The new double yellow lines are utterly pointless and confusing suggesting that 
cyclists who venture to the left of the lines are actually off the road.

cycle there every day. hammersmith terrible for cycling sadly.
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22/05/14

23/05/14

25/05/14

25/05/14

25/05/14

25/05/14
26/05/14

26/05/14

27/05/14

27/05/14 make them more obvious
28/05/14

If the intent is to discourage overtaking of cyclists, this needs to be made clear to 
motorists in writing AND enforced by police and/or cameras. A 20 mph speed limit 
would hlep.
The change in position of the double yellow lines just adds to the unevenness of the 
road surface. When the bridge is congested almost all cyclists ride on top of or to the 
left of the new yellow lines in order to get past the traffic. Also, the road surface with 
exposed protruding bolt heads is not suitable for a road that cyclists are using. Any 
cyclist ending up on the ground for some reason is looking at something more than 
the usual road rash. When the bridge is uncongested vehicles drive too fast - they 
ignore the "no overtaking" markings in the center, don't slow down and drive too close 
- it should be a 20mph speed limit - "holding the lane" with the current speed limit is 
too intimidating. In addition to the safety aspect, there is a question of whether 
reducing vehicle speed would slow down the deterioration of the roadway. Aside from 
the bridge itself, the cycle approach on the North side is extremely poorly though out - 
obviously you can't push cyclists into the extremely narrow width restriction next to the 
bus barrier when there is a queue of traffic, but providing an up ramp onto the 
pavement cycle path puts cyclists almost immediately into conflict with pedestrians 
waiting for the crossing. A better solution to the almost daily damaged bus barrier 
(how much money does it waste) that would let cyclists through in the bus lane should 
be possible.
Unclear markings now - double yellow implies no parking - mark out clear cycle path 
and clear signs at either end of bridge to Give Way To Cyclists

I haven't yet cycled across the bridge with the new markings or if I have (in the last 
week) I have not noticed them. As a regular cyclist I don't feel that the bridge is any 
less dangerous than cycling in the roads generally. Having said that, I have never 
witnessed anything personally on the bridge where I have felt threatened. I pull on to 
let cars go by and at the pinch points expect the cars behind me to respect my 
presence and to hold back. I can fully understand why some people would prefer to 
use the footpaths - as long as they push rather than ride their bikes this ought to be 
fine - of course, at busy times this is not always easy. Just because there are road 
markings doesn't comfort me that motorists would take a blind bit of notice. How bad a 
problem is this? Has anyone conducted some research - presumably yes, hence the 
initiative - good luck to everyone concerned that something is trying to be done - AW
Overtaken at pinch point by v fast cars - absolutely terrifying and dangerous. Next 
time I will use the pedestrian walkway - I am an experienced and brave cyclist, but this 
bridge is terrible for cyclists.
pointless - i am a cyclist
the bridge need a strategic review and overall. enough of the tactical tinkering with the 
surface, pot holes, line painting and fiddling.  extend the side walk paths. if doubled. it 
would accomodate for cyclists and pedestrians. leavind the central two lanes for cars 
only. while the road surface of the bridge itself cannot be left to asfalt covered 
plywood.  think of modern, harder materials, to resolve the durable with light weight 
challenge!! that this historic bridge demands.   we are in 2014!!, surely better solution 
than riveted plywood can be found here. i think my 18yr old nephews my can up with a 
better longterm solution.   joseph
Until vehicle traffic is controlled + a designated cycle path is made, cyclists will be in 
danger. I have been "caught" twice by overtaking vehicles on my handlebars; the car 
did not stop. There just isn't safe space for cyclists, buses & cars. It is increasingly 
dangerous. nor do \i approve of cyclists using the footpath; nor would it be appropriate 
for cyclists to have to dismount
I do not believe the new road markings make lane usage for cyclists any clearer for 
car drivers

Put them in the middle of the carriageway where cyclists have to be on a road with 
pinchpoiunts such as this.
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28/05/14

30/05/14 A triangle warning sign with the cycle symbol before the pinch point.
31/05/14 Hopeless
01/06/14 I don't think they make sense. I would prefer signs to give way to cyclists.
02/06/14 Utterly confusing
02/06/14 An improvement but definitely need a speed limit of 20mph
03/06/14 Markings goo, cycle lanes better.
04/06/14

04/06/14

06/06/14

09/06/14

13/06/14

Pinch point 3 is still a big problem. Vehicles try to race past the cyclists in the middle 
section of the bridge. I would like to see the yellow lines moved more towards the 
centre between pinch points 2&3. Also a bigger issue is the point on northbound 
approach where cyclists must return from the pavemenet into the bus lane and then 
giveway to traffic at the end of the bus lane. The distance here here between the point 
where cyclist must negotiate the drop down the pavement and the give way line is too 
short for the cyclist to safely look around to see if the road is clear and safe to 
continue or whether they must stop. The dropped keb should be moved further back 
closer to the barrier.

Should mean that cyclists can only be overtaken if they are doing less than 10mph 
and nothing is coming the other way.
Thank you for trying to improve the bridge for cyclists.  The problem is that so many 
motorised vehicle drivers think that cyclists have no place on the road.  Cyclists are 
not treated as humans, they are treated as obstructions on the road.  Unless there is a 
big sign on the bridge to say that cyclists have right of way, Hammersmith Bridge will 
continue to be a white knuckle ride for cyclists!
Paint the area to the left of the double yellow lines (e.g. Pall Mall red) to show that this 
is not now park of carriage way for car nor bikes. I cycle over this bridge twice a day 
and I just thought the line painter had made a mistake…also generally the traffic is 
stationary or slow so it's not a problem.

New marking are not a deterrent to car/buses from driving in an intimidating fashion at 
the pinch points. Alternative traffic calming measures apart from a 20mph zone needs 
to be implemented. Possibly a sleeping policeman just before the pinch point at both 
ends or width restrictions like the existing ones that are in place before the bridge.
Confusing and drivers get frustrated with cyclists….nobody knows what they are 
allowed/supposed to do.
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London Borough of Hammersmith & Fulham - Community Safety, 

Environment and Residents Services Policy & Accountability 

Committee 

 

How Slower Speeds & 20mph Limits Can Improve Road Safety and 

Support Cycling in Hammersmith & Fulham –  

Submission by 20’s Plenty For Us 
 

Introduction 

 

We would like to thank the London Borough of Hammersmith & Fulham for asking 

20’s Plenty For Us to submit comments about cycling in relation to this Scrutiny 

Committee investigation. 20’s Plenty For Us is a small community-based group with 

225 branches across the UK which campaigns for slower speeds in our cities, towns 

and villages and 20mph speed limits in particular and a fairer balance between 

people and motor vehicles. We would like to make 3 main points in this submission: 

 

1) The importance of slower speeds on residential and main roads in Hammersmith 

& Fulham 

2) The progress towards 20mph limits across London 

3) The significance of slower speeds on London Bridges 

 

1) Slower Speeds in Hammersmith & Fulham 

 

There are 3 principal areas in which slower speeds and 20mph speed limits can be of 

value: 

• Casualty Reduction. Reducing urban speeds to a maximum of 20mph is widely 

recognised as reducing casualties by almost a half. Reducing speed limits alone 

from 30mph to 20mph typically reduces casualty levels by around 20%. 

• Public Health. 20mph limits are associated with higher levels of walking and 

cycling and active travel more generally. 

• Improved Quality of Life. 20mph speed limits deliver (directly and indirectly) 

lower levels of air pollution and lower levels of noise pollution and a street 

environment that is less intimidating for those who walk and cycle.  

 

The good news is that potential dis-benefits from slower speeds such as longer 

journey times have not been found to be significant. Rather than being negative to 

the local economy, slower speeds encourage people to use their local shops and 

services more frequently (as walking and cycling become relatively more attractive 

as modes of travel). As you may know those who walk to shops spend the largest 

amount overall as they visit local retailers the most frequently (and this far 

outweighs a slightly lower spend per visit). 
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The Position in Hammersmith & Fulham 

 

While the record of the borough is reasonably good as regards road casualties having 

seen significant falls in total casualties between 2012 and 2013, there were still a 

total of 678 road casualties in the borough in 2013. Of these 50 of these were 

serious and 3 were fatal.  

 

In addition there are three important themes from the 2013 casualty data (from TfL) 

which point to a need for a lower speed environment: 

 

a) Vulnerable Road Users. Almost most half (45.6%) of those injured (of any severity) 

on the borough’s roads were “vulnerable” road users (pedestrians or cyclists). Of 

those killed or seriously injured almost three-fifths (58.5%) were pedestrians or 

cyclists.  

 

b) Highway Authority. Almost nine out of ten road casualties (87.3%) (of any 

severity) occurred on borough managed roads (rather than the TfL managed Red 

Routes); 84.9% of serious or fatal casualties occurred on borough managed roads. 

 

c) Road Classification. Whilst Hammersmith & Fulham has done a great deal to make 

residential roads safer with 20mph zones, this is NOT where the majority of 

casualties occur. More than four-fifths (80.1%) of all casualties (of any severity) and 

81.1% of serious and fatal casualties occur on roads that are classified as “A” or “B” 

roads. Because so much of London’s roads involve a mix of uses such as residential, 

employment, shopping, local services and routes to health services they inevitably 

involve interactions between people and motor vehicles. 

 

The map below (http://www.crashmap.co.uk) illustrates how significant the major 

roads are in relation to casualties as it displays the locations of all serious and fatal 

collisions in the Shepherd’s Bush and Hammersmith areas for the three years 2010 

to 2012. 
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We would suggest, therefore, that a real focus is needed on making main roads in 

the borough safer and that lower speed limits can play a major role in delivering a 

safer environment for residents and local communities. The good news is that 

journey times will not be increased, air quality will be improved AND local economies 

will benefit. 

 

2) The progress of 20mph limits in London 

 

There has been significant progress on 20mph speed limits on both London borough 

roads and on TfL roads in the past 18 months. It is now fair to say that at least 6 

London boroughs have adopted or are planning to adopt borough-wide 20mph limits 

on all the roads which they manage and a further 3 have adopted or pledge to adopt 

20mph on all residential roads. These are outlined as follows: 

 

1. Borough-wide 20mph Limits. A number of the London boroughs have moved 

towards borough-wide 20mph speed limits. These are: 

• Islington has now fully implemented 20mph speed limits on all the roads it 

manages through a mix of large signs, small repeater signs and 20mph 

roundels in the carriageway. 

• Camden has also now implemented its policy of borough-wide 20mph speed 

limits on all on its borough roads. 

• City of London. The Court of Common Council voted in early September 2013 

to adopt an authority-wide 20mph limit which is due to come into force on 

Sunday 20th July 2014. All Red Routes will be included except for Upper and 

Lower Thames Street and the Tower gyratory which will remain 30mph. 

• Southwark. 20mph adopted by full Council and approved by Cabinet for 

implementation. The plan is for all roads (including main roads) to be 20mph 

during summer 2014. Southwark have asked TfL to consider which of its Red 

Routes in Southwark can become 20mph. 

• Hackney. On 29th January 2014, Hackney announced that it would be rolling 

out 20mph across the borough’s main roads (in two stages) by the end of 

2015. 

• Lambeth. Plans to move to 20mph on its borough managed roads potentially 

to be implemented in 2015. 

• Haringey. Public consultation on adoption of a borough 20mph limit ended 

on 31
st

 October 2013 and the results are due to be presented to Cabinet later 

in 2014. 

 

• Waltham Forest has a commitment to 20mph on all residential roads and in 

all residential areas and, as part of its Cycle Action Plan. 

• Greenwich & Tower Hamlets have committed to 20mph (to be implemented 

over time via zones) on all residential roads. 

 
 
 
 

The position of the London boroughs is summarised as follows: 
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2) TfL and the TLRN 

 

• The other big change in the past 2 years has been the position of 20mph on the 

TfL managed TLRN.  The rise in (cycling and pedestrian) casualties in 2011 

coupled with the work of the Mayor’s Roads Task Force and its creation of 

typologies that lean a more towards “place” and less towards “movement” have 

led to a greater acceptance of the idea of 20mph on parts of the TLRN.  

• Changes towards 20mph speed limits on the TLRN include: 

- 20mph speed limit on the IMAX roundabout at Waterloo from June 2013. 

- 20mph speed limit installed in Camberwell Town Centre (associated with 

the delivery of Cycle Superhighway 5) – May 2014. 

- 20mph is planned also for New Cross on CS5 and Peckham Town Centre.  

- TfL is encouraging boroughs which have adopted/are planning to adopt 

20mph limits on their own roads to consider which of the TLRN roads 

they may wish to become 20mph. 

- Elephant & Castle Northern Roundabout “consideration of the 

appropriateness and effectiveness of a 20 mph speed limit.” 

- Camden High Street is 20mph enforced by the phasing of its traffic lights. 

- The removal of the Tottenham Hale gyratory includes plans to replace it 

with two-way roads with 20mph limit. 

- 18 month trial of 20mph speed limits on two north-south corridors 

(including 2 bridges) through the City
1
. 

 

 

                                                 
1
 http://www.cityoflondon.gov.uk/about-the-city/what-we-do/media-centre/news-releases/2014/Pages/consultation-begins-

on-citys-20mph-speed-limit.aspx 
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3) The significance of slower speeds on London Bridges 

 

The growth of cycling has encouraged a re-evaluation of speed limits on the bridges 

across the Thames. Volumes of cycles have increased significantly and now form an 

important proportion of movements. The London Cycling Census of April 2013 

(http://casa.oobrien.com/traffic/) indicted that the proportion of cycles in the AM 

peak were as follows on Thames bridges (where data was collected): 

 

Bridge Direction of Travel 

(into Central London) 

Bicycles Total 

Vehicles 

% Cycles 

Tower Bridge Northbound         1,322          4,391  30.1% 

London Bridge Northbound         2,491          5,344  46.6% 

Southwark Bridge Northbound         1,465          2,354  62.2% 

Blackfriars Bridge Northbound         2,650          6,140  43.2% 

Waterloo Bridge Northbound         2,552          5,803  44.0% 

Westminster Bridge Westbound         1,072          3,639  29.5% 

Lambeth Bridge Westbound         1,171          3,472  33.7% 

Vauxhall Bridge Northbound         1,524          6,746  22.6% 

Chelsea Bridge Northbound         1,866          4,706  39.7% 

Albert Bridge Northbound            183          2,459  7.4% 

 

A number of these bridges have implemented or are about to implement 20mph 

speed limits (partly in order to contribute to cyclist safety). These are: 

• Tower Bridge – existing camera enforced 20mph limit 

• London Bridge and Blackfriars Bridge – TfL trial commencing 20
th

 July 2014 

• Southwark Bridge – borough 20mph limit 

 

In addition there is discussion of Vauxhall Bridge being included in the 20mph limit 

which is proposed as part of the development of Cycle Superhighway 5. 

 

Owing to the importance of Hammersmith Bridge as a link for cyclists and 

pedestrians between the boroughs of Hammersmith & Fulham and Richmond-upon-

Thames, we would strongly encourage that consideration be given to the bridge 

being included in 20mph speed limit at the very least for an extended trial period (as 

per London Bridge and Blackfriars Bridges). 

 

We would once again thank you for encouraging and allowing this submission. 

 

Jeremy Leach London Campaign Co-ordinator 20's Plenty For Us – 4
th

 July 2014 

 

Tel: 07415-243015 

Email: jeremy.l@20splentyforus.org.uk 

www.20splentyforus.org.uk 
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Following a suggestion by John Griffiths (HFCyclists/London Cycling Campaign) I would 

like to send you a few thoughts concerning cycling safety issues in Shepherd's Bush and 

Hammersmith, two areas which I and my family cross every day per bike. Since I won't be 

able to take part in the meeting next Monday, I have the following three suggestions to 

improve the existing cycle lanes/routes in the area.  

 

My overarching concern is that the end points of the existing lanes do not join up with the 

corresponding lanes beyond the big gyratories in both locations. The big sinners in this 

respect are the eastern end of SB Green, where the Westfield and the Central Line station 

pavement swallow up the tentative cycle lane, forcing cyclists onto the bus lane or into a 

variety of unsafe/illegal alternatives; its equivalent at the (northern) junction of Uxbridge 

Road and Wood Lane, where the (east-bound) car traffic never stops; and the entire eastern 

end of Kings Street, where safe crossing points through the Hammersmith roundabout system 

simply do not exist. Both SB Green and central Hammersmith could be turned into the "Mini-

Hollands" set out in the Council's cycling paper, with a little bit of imagination, low-cost 

investment by the new Council and consultation with the relevant interest groups (e.g. the 

LCC). Please get back to me if you require any further details. 
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As a local resident, cyclist and pedestrian I’m really pleased that you are paying attention to cyclists’ 

concerns in the borough.  

I commute into the centre of London from Ollgar Close (Shepherds Bush) and there are particular 

areas and junctions which need attention.  

 

To name just a few:  

 

The junction of Uxbridge Rd with Askew and Old Oak Rd which is congested and dangerous for all 

road users. Drivers routinely jump the lights putting pedestrians and cyclists at risk. The phasing and 

layout needs review.  

The whole Shepherds Bush Green area (eg access from all directions, cycling on and off the Green, 

turning right from Wood Lane into Uxbridge Rd (for cyclists), area around Westfield, Shepherds Bush 

roundabout access from all directions and useless cycle path) needs review and upgrading.  

Hammersmith roundabout – a nightmare for cyclists.  

Hammersmith Bridge – intimidating and requires calming so cyclists can use the roadway, and also 

provision for less confident cyclists to use one of the walkways.  

Wormwood Scrubs – the cycle path (particularly from Scrubs Lane) is in an extremely dangerous 

state and needs urgent attention.  

 

Although back roads and signed cycle routes might seem ideal for leisure rides and local cycling, 

many cyclists need to get from a to b (eg work to home, or home to transport link), as quickly and 

directly as possible and the ‘desired’ routes need to be safe and convenient.  

 

Unfortunately I can’t make the meeting on 7 July, but I hope that all these areas can be reviewed 

and make the borough and links to the rest of London much safer for all cyclists (and pedestrians).  
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To Whom It May Concern, 

 

I live in Chiswick but cycle frequently in Hammersmith and Shepherd's Bush. I am extremely 

angry about 3 particular areas within the Borough. I have cycled in the area for 40 years, 

including when I used to cycle from home to TVC and N Action rehearsal rooms where I 

worked for many years. It has all become more and more frightening - I do it because I am 

experienced but should not have to encounter such terrifying situations because of excessive 

speed limits, lack of provision for cycling and excessive HGV movements. 

 

1) Millions of £s were spent on re-designing Shepherd's Bush and the cycle path across it was 

much trumpetted - but it goes from nowhere to nowhere! The key place it should access is to 

Westfield and yet you are thrown off into lanes of traffic and bus lanes with no way to get 

across. The convoluted back ways are not user friendly and extremely time consuming. It 

would be very easy to construct a back route round the back of the shops on the North side - I 

am sorry I do not know the names of the road. And there should be a dedicated crossing for 

bikes to cross the roads to the Westfield site. 

 

2) At the top of Wood Lane where it joins the A40 and continues north is completely 

dangerous - travelling south one has to place oneself precariously in the midst of fast-flowing 

traffic to go straight ahead (ie down Wood Lane) with cars and lorries hurtling East onto 

Westway. All road engineers should have to cycle it - and with a child/teenager in tow. I am 

sure it is a TFL/DofT road but the Council must badger and badger for safe cycling. The 

pollution in the area from congestion etc is quite shocking. 

 

3) The so called cycle route to avoid Hammersmith Broadway when travelling West from 

Kensington is laughable - you turn left into a road at the end of which you have to cross in the 

face of potentially on-coming traffic coming round a blind corner onto a pavement which also 

might have people cycling in the opposite direction, also blind to what is round the corner. 

And as for under the renovations curving round to Fulham Palace Rd - this is not cycling 

provision! 

 

I have a partner who is Dutch and I cycle in Holland frequently and we cannot believe what is 

here to attempt to encourage people to cycle instead of drive. All cycle lanes should be 24 

hour anyway and have right of way across side junctions. 

I get apoplectic with anger when I read that Westfield pffers free or cheap parking at various 

times when people who cycle and use public transport get nothing. 
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I'm a member of HF Cyclists and I'm sadly unable to attend the meeting on Monday. But I 
think I'm right in thinking I can email you a short submission instead. 
 
I live in Fulham and cycle to work along the river every day so my principal concerns are 
around Fulham Broadway. But I also spend a lot of time in Hammersmith and Shephed's 
Bush so I support what other cyclists will tell you about those two monster gyratories. A 
west-bound route across Hammersmith Broadway from Kensington to King Street is 
particularly needed. 
 
So to Fulham. The railway and other constraints mean everyone - cars, vans, lorries, 
buses, cyclists, pedestrians - has to filter through the Broadway to get east-west. This puts 
enormous pressure on the fairly narrow road, as you know. 
 
Creating a cycle route into central London that avoids the Broadway would be such a boon. 
Is there a way through Samuel Lewis Trust Estate? I think Chelsea FC has raised this 
possibility in the masterplan they've just commissioned from Lifschutz Davidson 
Sandilands. If anything can be done sooner that would be good! Otherwise maybe one of 
the lanes could be turned into a cycle lane during the rush hour? 
 
Another concern is the state of the tarmac in the gutters/nearside lanes all over the 
borough. New King's Road springs to mind. These are often in a shocking state - yet that's 
where cyclists mostly have to ride. 
 
Could I also flag the amount of glass often found in the cycle lane in Fulham Broadway? 
Maybe Chelsea FC could pay someone to clear it up as a service to their community? 
 
Another major concern of mine is the wonderful towpath, one of the greatest things about 
living in the borough! I cycled just last night along the river from Chelsea Harbour to 
Wandsworth Bridge and found very poor signs (pointing in the wrong directions at Chelsea 
Harbour - and loads of 'private' and 'no cycling' 
signs. I feel the towpath should be publicly owned and that considerate cycling there should 
be encouraged). 
 
A few other thoughts. Wherever traffic tends to back up on narrow streets it would be great 
to have cycle lanes and ASLs. St Dunstan's Rd leading on to Fulham Palace Rd would 
benefit from this simple intervention. As would the west-bound Embankment - the traffic 
jams in the evening rush hour are awful. The pavement is shared space there, but it's 
always my preference not to be on the pavement. I feel like pedestrians think I'm a 
hooligan. 
 
In short, I'd love 'livable town centres', which would benefit all of us, not just cyclists; safe 
routes to school and work; protected space for cyclists on busy roads - or at least really 
wide cycle lanes. 
 
I have a dream of at least half the people in the borough feeling safe enough to hop on a 
bike to go to the shops, take their kids to school etc. Let's be the borough that reclaims 
cycling for ordinary, non-Lycra people! 
 
Thanks very much for hearing me out. And thanks for making cycling and walking a priority. 
I'd be very happy to answer any questions you or the committee may have. 
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I'm a member of the H&F cyclist email list and hope to be able to attend your meeting on 

Monday night in White City. I do have one junction of concern that I would like to flag up as 

I use it daily on my cycle commute.  

 

The cross-roads where South Africa Road meets Wood Lane is, in my opinion, designed as 

though it were a t-junction and doesn't take into account the traffic coming from the Unigate 

Dairy site. In the morning this is often significant (usually scaffolding trucks and coaches so 

large, dangerous vehicles). The traffic light phasing does not recognise this so if you are 

turning right out of S.A. Rd onto Wood La, there is little time for both flows of traffic. This 

causes car drives from S.A. Rd to drive dangerously and threaten cyclists. I know there are 

longer term developments planned for that specific area but I feel something needs to be done 

to improve this now as many cyclists who travel through the northern part of Shepherd's 

Bush/East Acton will need to use this junciton. 
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I have read through the PDF and see that the Air Quality is policy is being 

maintained but what concerns me is the use of logs and other combustibles that 

are used domestically in areas of the Borough such as Brackenbury Village and 

around the streets off Fulham palace Rd such as Rannoch Derive etc. (I have 

chemical intolerence due to exposure to industrial chemical when I was working 

for YKK and most probably too as a child when my father worked for National 

Carbonising Company(now defunct), htis company produced smokeless fuel 

and we burned it home in the grate, on the boiler and in a roomheater. Sadly, 

like Homefire and Coalite, the production of this fuel was a dirty and dangerous 

business that polluted the locality where it was made, the men who worked at 

the plant and to a certain extent the homes of the people who burnt the fuel as 

it  produced fumes. 

 

The net result  for me is an issue with high end susceptibility to air pollution 

particularly from the burning of solid fuels.) 

 

Question- 

Over the last few years there has been a huge increase in the use of solid fuel for 

domestic fires lit in the grates of the houses in the borough, you can smell the 

woodsmoke, these houses do not have smoke eaters on the chimneys so the 

particulates from these fires add to air pollution, for a person like me it means a 

massive increase in my symptoms. If you regard a person such as myself as the 

canary in the coalmine this means it is impacting on everyone else including 

small children, surely there has to be a way of making sure these householders 

and I mean house owners really should be contacted and made to take measures 

to install smoke eater appliances rather than use open fires.  

 

this meeting has also discussed the encouragement of cycling as a clean means 

of transport in the Borough, air quality is of paramount importance to 

pedestrians and cyclists, increasingly parents use the Christian type of carriers 

for their children but this does mean that children are nearer to the exhaust level 

of other road users. surely, it is time to have proper cycle ways and closer 

monitoring of private use of solid fuel in residential streets to protect the 

welfare and future health of children which in turn can be seen as Value for 

Money tactics when measured against public health costs for inhalers and GP 

appointments etc? 
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